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8 Surprising facts about wedding traditions
The bouquet; the garter toss; that
something blue pinned to your dress:
Have you ever taken a second to consider the purpose of all of these deeply
instilled wedding traditions? Here are 8
fascinating facts about the wedding traditions we’ve all come to know.
1. Turns out it’s your “ring finger”
for a reason. Engagement and wedding rings are worn on the fourth finger of the left hand because it was once
thought that a vein in that finger led
directly to the heart.
2. Queen Victoria is credited with
starting the Western world’s white wedding dress trend in 1840 — before then,
brides simply wore their best dress.
3. If your bridesmaids are less than

thrilled about matching dresses, tell
them they’re good luck. The tradition of
matching maids dates back to Roman
times, when people believed evil spirits
would attend the wedding in attempt
to curse the bride and groom.
4. On a similar note, brides traditionally wear veils because ancient Greeks
and Romans believed they protected
her from evil spirits.
5. The tradition of a bride wearing “something old, something new,
something borrowed, something blue,”
comes from an Old English rhyme.
Something old represents continuity;
something new offers optimism for the
future; something borrowed symbolizes borrowed happiness; something

blue stands for purity, love, and fidelity.
6. The tradition of a wedding cake
comes from ancient Rome, where
guests broke a loaf of bread over the
bride’s head for fertility’s sake.
7. Ever wondered where the phrase
“tying the knot” came from? In many
cultures around the world, the hands
of the bride and groom are literally tied
together to demonstrate the couple’s
commitment to each other and their
new bond.
8. According to tradition, the groom
carries the bride across the threshold to
valiantly protect her from evil spirits
lurking below.
Source: Jessica Hagy – Brides Magazine
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‘Don’t let the wedding day pass you by’
By Lindsay Curtin-Regner

Photo by Belinda Keller Photography
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ince I am a newly married woman, fresh off the
wedding planning train,
I was asked to write a column
about “what I wish I had known
before planning a wedding.” However, this isn’t going to be a piece
coming from a place of regret because I think the wedding was a
knockout. So I will write from a
place of “wow, I’m so glad we did
things this way or that way.”
Right off the bat, I have a few
recommendations, specifically for
those planning a wedding where
most of the guests have to travel
to attend. However, the biggest
piece of advice I’d like to share, is
do NOT forget what the day is all
about. I’ll get to that later.
For starters, when it comes to
picking a Friday or Saturday wedding day, you might be tempted
to pick the Friday, since in a lot
of cases, the minimum expenditure requirement at a venue is
lower. However, often at times you
quickly reach that minimum and
then some, even when you have a
smaller wedding. I actually went
over the Saturday minimum expenditure in the end, but I had already booked the Friday date and
couldn’t change it. Which means,
all along, I could have had that Saturday wedding, allowing guests to
not stress about taking a Friday off
work. However, my groom and I
took comfort in the fact those coming to the wedding were planning
to make a little weekend trip out of
it, anyway.

100580 7036 Sellars Florist 16 02 26

TASTE THE FOOD! Do not skip
out on one of the most expensive
parts of the wedding.
Another tip off the top of my
head is if you are having a wedding
in a place where the majority of the
guests are traveling from out of
town and will be staying overnight
at a hotel, set up some sort of transportation plan for them between
the venue and the hotel you block
(or whatever the set up is). Your
guests will be immensely thankful,
especially since they do not know
the area, and many venues do not
allow overnight parking. I typed
up and printed off notices for the
hotel clerk to pass out to guests
on our wedding guest list as they
checked into the blocked rooms. It
told them when the buses would
pick them up from the hotel and
when they’d be leaving the venue
to return to the hotel.
Drinks before the ceremony: do
it — unless you have personal reasons behind not serving alcohol at
or before the wedding. Our goal
was to have a wedding that was
easy, not stiffly structured, fun and
beautiful. It was all of those things
and more. Guests arrived about
15-30 minutes before the ceremony
and they could grab a drink as soon
as they got there. We didn’t worry
about people being “blitzed” before the very special moment, because we knew all of our guests
very well. We knew they knew how
to have a great time, without going
over the top. After all was said and
done, they told us how happy they

were they could get the celebration
started and enjoy the scenery with
a drink in their hand. It’s so festive!
Consider a videographer. This
is coming from someone who has
parents and parents-in-law who
helped immensely with the financials of the wedding. So, it’s not a
small potatoes thing for a couple
paying for 100 percent of the wedding themselves. My mother gave
us the incredible gift of having
a videographer at our wedding.
Again, this is an EXPENSIVE bonus to add on top of everything
else we all paid for together, and
my mom isn’t rich. However, she
insisted on gifting it because she
knew how much I was swooning
over the idea. I cannot thank her
enough. Two Cents Photography
and Videography made the most
incredible wedding video I’d ever
seen. It touches my heart knowing
my husband and I have video foot-

age (beautifully edited to music
and raw footage included) to watch
on anniversaries or just for fun.
Down the road, when some of our
loved ones are no longer with us,
I will have that video to see their
beautiful, smiling faces back when
all was alive and well. That puts a
tear in my eye.
This leads me to my main tip for
brides-to-be: don’t let the day pass
you by. This is a clichéd tip, and it
really is nearly impossible to have
a wedding that doesn’t seem to go
by “so ridiculously fast.” It does go
by fast, so try to be present and in
the moment as much as possible.
Do not freak out if some of the
little things don’t go as planned. If
something big happens before the
wedding, like it did for our wedding, please try to understand the
wedding is not doomed. Things
will work out. People will understand. You deserve this moment.

Do not forget to keep your
spouse by your side the majority of
the night. If you guys spend tons
of time separately saying “hello,
thank you so much for coming” to
friends and people on all sides of
the family, you’ll realize you have
barely spent any time together. So,
stay close. I read a magazine article on this prior to the wedding,
so we both made a conscious effort
to stay close. Don’t forget to actually dance with each other. My husband was on the dance floor and I
was talking to some family members. I love my family so much,
but I saw my new husband calling
out to me, telling me to dance with
him. So I did, of course. The day is
about love. Smile at your spouse
often, not because you’re being
photographed, but because the
joy is lighting up your face. Feel it
in your heart when you say your
vows.
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Less is more

Smaller weddings can be more intimate

By Shelby Harrell
or bride-to-be Megan
Hardesty, and her fiancé Nick Perkins, the
date May 28 can’t come soon enough.
It will be a day of celebrating friends
and family, with an intimate, small
wedding ceremony on Folly Beach in
Charleston.
Unlike many traditional weddings,
the Perkins wedding will not include
a bridal party, flowers, a DJ or a bouquet toss at a huge reception. The
small, beach side ceremony and celebration will instead be a casual, fun
time for eating and socializing with
loved ones.
“Our vision for our wedding is to
have a family and friend gathering
that is very laid back and fun,” said
Hardesty, 23, of Waynesville. “Neither of us are formal people and we
decided that having a wedding with
the feel of a family reunion was more
closely matched to our personalities.”
Nick proposed last year atop a Ferris wheel while the two were on vacation in Chicago. Megan said she always wanted an audience whenever
Nick proposed — so he decided to
ask her in front of the entire city of
Chicago.
This wedding on the beach will be
one where flip flops are encouraged
as the couple exchanges vows with
the sounds of waves crashing in the
distance.

And when it comes to having a
different kind of wedding, Hardesty
and Perkins embrace it with open
arms. In fact, Megan’s daughter,
4-year-old Allison, will be a special
part of the ceremony.
“My daughter is ‘getting married’
too,” Hardesty said. “She’s wearing
a wedding gown that matches mine
and Nick is going to say vows to her
as well.”
The Perkins’ small reception will
take place at a beachside pavilion
and will offer a catered barbecue meal and cake — but no
formal dancing or garter
slinging. Since there won’t
be a DJ, Hardesty and
Perkins opted instead
for a personal playlist
and speakers to offer
music. In addition,
many of their musically-talented guests
were encouraged to
bring instruments to
jam on the beach.
“Honestly, it’s all
about the food, the
friends, the cake, and
a little bit of alcohol,”
Hardesty said.
Better for the budget
When it comes to planning
a wedding with limited funds,
it’s OK to make your own choices
and eliminate parts of the wedding
that aren’t essential — at least that’s
the strategy Nick and Megan took.
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Since Megan and Nick are paying
for the entire wedding themselves,
the duo decided it was best to keep
everything small, with a focus on
what was most important. With a
budget of spending about $6,000$7,000 total, they decided that
paying
for
photogra-

phy and being near the beach were
both top priorities.
And once Charleston became the
wedding destination, the guest list
became much smaller, Hardesty
said.
“Since the venue is five hours
away, we decided to cut
down our guest list
to close friends

Megan Hardesty and Nick Perkins
of Waynesville will wed on May 28
in Folly Beacon, South Carolina. /
Donated photo

and family only since we knew that
a lot of people wouldn’t be willing
to make that drive,” she said.
In addition, Hardesty and Perkins have been bargain hunting
around Charleston and will make
decorations by hand as a way to
cut costs. Plus, the couple sought
help from a friend to make the
save the date and wedding invitations, which saved more money.
With the beach theme in mind,
Hardesty is planning on baking
starfish decor out of salt dough,
painting several wooden beach
signs and possibly will make ecofriendly feaux sea glass out of sugar to line the ceremony aisle with.
“Plus, for a bouquet I’m having
someone at the historic market
put together a Charleston original sweet grass rose bouquet,” she
said. “It’s super inexpensive and
it’s completely Charleston.”

This grass rose bouquet is similar to
the one Hardesty will have. / File photo

So with a grass rose bouquet, a
matching dress with her daughter,
the ocean and her closest friends and
family nearby, Hardesty is counting
the days until she can become Mrs.

Perkins and leave her wedding footprints in the sand.
And even though the Perkins wedding isn’t the tradiditonal type that
many people have come to expect —
Hardesty knows that the wedding
is exactly what she and her fiancé
want.
“Do whatever makes you as a
couple happy, because the end result it going to be the same no matter
what,” she said. “You don’t want to
look back in 20 years and wish you
had done things differently. Make
your wedding reflect who you are
together and don’t pay attention to
what social standard says your wedding should be.”
When it comes to giving advice to
other brides on a budget, Hardesty
suggests keeping your choices realistic and making sure it’s the affordable type of wedding you truly want
“If you want to spend $100,000 on

a wedding and you have the money
to do that, then do it! You won’t regret it,” she said. “But if you want to
have a small, conservative wedding
with just family and close friends,
then do that. It’s just as special and
the price tag isn’t going to change the
outcome.”

Homemade starfish decorations
made from salt dough. / Donated photo
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Three Oaks Studio is a full event planning studio. With its
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Top 10
bridesmaids

gift ideas

JessicaMerithew.com

jessicamerithew@gmail.com • 864.506.1613
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Call me for your custom order
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Anniversary favors
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ou’ve made the decision to ask some of
your closest female
friends or relatives to support
you as bridesmaids through the
wedding process. Now comes
the hard part of picking out the
right bridesmaids gifts for your
bridesmaids. You want each of
your bridesmaids to feel special
for being a part of your big event
but you don’t want to break the
bank. Here are several ideas for
giving that perfect bridesmaid gift
to those great women you’re lucky
to have in your life.
1. One of the most common
bridesmaid gifts is jewelry. The
great thing about jewelry is your
bridesmaids can wear it on the
wedding day to add that additional
touch. I would recommend choosing something that works well
with the bridesmaid dresses but
also something that they can wear
again. An engraved charm bracelet
with her initials on it is a great idea
and adds an elegant accent to her

101095 7240 Cookie Queen 16 02 26

ensemble. A simple necklace or earrings can be a nice gift as well.
2. Another idea to add to jewelry
is a personalized jewelry case. You
can wrap it up nicely with the jewelry inside. Instead of a box, you
can also give an embroidered jewelry roll. These are great for your
friends that are always on the go
but need something to keep their
jewelry organized.
3. Traveling has become more difficult with all the new regulations
regarding how you pack your bags
that it is nice to have some help with
the organization. Give your bridesmaids a personalized travel case
to carry all their beauty necessities
wherever they go. Or for something
a little more compact, a personalized toiletry bag is a great alternative carrying case for all your small
things. A trendy luggage tag is the
perfect finishing touch and dresses
up any suitcase.
4. If your bridesmaids are like
most women, they probably wear
makeup. Most women have some

s o r t
of cosmetic
bag to
carry it all and
if they are
like me, they have
probably had the same one for a
while. Why not give them something fun and new that they will
definitely use like a custom embroidered cosmetic bag in the season’s hottest color? Match the bags
to your wedding colors and the
bridesmaid dresses for a special
touch.
5. Another bridesmaid gift idea is
a personalized picture frame. The
bride can put a great picture in it
and engrave a personal thank you
note on the outside of the frame. It
is definitely a gift that bridesmaids
can show off on the shelf at home.
6. Most women these days have
a membership to a gym or like to
have some sort of physical activity
in their daily routine. Giving them a
personalized tote bag that they can
use to carry all their gym clothes
is a thoughtful idea. Even if they
don’t use it as a gym bag, it can be a
great everyday bag. For those yoga
enthusiasts, a personalized yoga
bag is a sure winner.
7. Another great idea is the engraved photo keychain bridesmaid
gift. The bridesmaids can use it to
keep all their keys together (and
they are easier to find. This can be a
very useful, and practical gift.
8. For the professional women in
your bridal party, another practical
gift is a personalized business card
case. You can find some fun and el-

egant styles that are perfect for each
woman. Fancy pens are also a great
addition to anyone’s desk. Blown
glass pens are a unique gift that
anyone can use.
9. Giving your bridesmaids an
engraved wine box is a classy and
personal gift that your wine lovers
will appreciate. If you are under a
tight budget, a personalized jute
wine bag is a great alternative. You
can include a bottle of her favorite wine in the box or bag. If your
bridesmaids prefer cocktails, try
personalized martini glasses or a
set of engraved drinking glasses.
Again, with each of these, you can
include a drink mix (or bottle) of
each person’s favorite drink.
10. Themed weddings are a lot
of fun and you can carry the same
theme throughout the day and even
for you bridesmaids’ gifts. For instance, if you are doing a Christmas
wedding, give your bridesmaids
holiday ornaments. An engraved
photo ornament is great because
you can include a picture of you
and your bridesmaid and it can be
something that she can keep and
use for years to come. Another example is with a beach themed wedding. You can give beach towels or
a personalized beach bag. Either
one of these items would be a great
practical gift that they are sure to
love.
Source: http://www.beau-coup.
com/popular-bridesmaids-gifts.
htm

Charm bracelets,
makeup bags, picture
frames and unique jewelry boxes are popular
bridesmaid gifts. / File
photos
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Would you order your wedding dress online?
Don’t get stuck with cheap invitations.
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Wedding
dress tips
Second Date Gowns
Prom, Wedding & SPecial occaSion goWnS

in the sea of selections

Inside Alure Salon & Spa
7989 Carolina Blvd in Clyde
Open 9-6 MOnday thrOugh Friday
and Saturday by aPPointment only

Call: 828-550-9379
nothing over $50.00!!
Find us on Facebook

By Lindsay Curtin-Regner
hile some professionals in the bridal fashion industry have
said they don’t ascribe to notion
of “dressing for one’s body type,”
they agree there are several things
a bride-to-be can keep in mind if
she’s feeling lost in the sea of wedding dresses.
Margaux Schrager, owner of
Wildflower Bridal in Asheville, features feminine, flirty and bohemian
bridal couture at her shop. She offered the following pieces of advice
for those who aren’t sure which type
of gown would be most flattering:
Plus size brides look best in A-line
and drop waist; structure/boning is
usually very flattering.
For a big bust, structure in the

100578 5675 Allure Salon and Spa 16 02 26

Angie Franklin, Agent
1908 S Main Street
Waynesville, NC 28786
828.456.8200
angie@angiefranklin.com
State Farm, Bloomington, IL
1211999

100575 6975 angie franklin 16 02 26
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bodice is always your friend, and
straight bust line (as opposed to
sweetheart) tends to minimize and
support.
For those who are more petite/
short, be careful when ordering a
mermaid gown because the proportions can be off. If you’re petite
and you order a mermaid gown, it’s
strongly advised that you order a
custom length in order to maintain
the right proportions.
For those with a boyish figure,
you can get away with anything,
but if you want to add curves, go
with a mermaid or fit and flare.
Brittany Metcalf, boutique manager for Wedding Inspirations Bridal Boutique and Event Planning in
Asheville, echoed similar tips when

it comes to dress shopping:
Those with pear-shaped figures
do very well with an A-line gown.
It is figure flattering to bust and
waist and A-line focuses on small of
waist. It escalates off the hips where
they’re curviest.
The taller you are, the more elongated your body is, which means
less of an hourglass shape will automatically show through, so trumpet
or flare tends to be a good silhouette
these bodies because the gown is already cut to fit an hourglass shape,
so it creates an hourglass curve.
A trumpet is very flattering and
shapely— it gives someone shape
who doesn’t have it naturally.
Someone who is short, but not
pear shaped, does best with an
empire waist. The word “Grecian”
is thrown around, or “toga.” It’s a
seamless cut that is kind of a draped
or flowy fabric. It creates the illusion you have long legs.
For someone with broad shoulders, a narrow and low neck, such

a v- neck, is elongating and narrows
in the shoulders.
For curvy or busty brides, they
have something called “glamour
fit.” One of their designers has a
“glamour collection” that focuses
on sizes 16 and higher. They really
create structure with these dresses,
so no fabric like chiffon. We focus
on a satin, silk or taffeta material—
something that has muscle behind
it— and corset backs. Corset backs
are very forgiving as opposed to a
zippers where alterations have to
come to play with size fluctuation.”

Trumpet

BallGown

COlumn

Mermaid

a-line

empire

A bride-to-be shcould can
keep in mind how different
shaped dresses look on different body types. / File photo
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Have your groom’s
cake
and eat it too
By Anna Browning
very bride dreams of her
perfect wedding cake. With
decisions ranging from
choosing the cake flavor, deciding between frosting and buttercream icing,
and settling on the style and number
of tiers, brides spend hours planning
the perfect cake for their perfect day.
But where does the groom fit into all
this?
Groom’s cakes are an increasingly
popular tradition among couples tying the knot. The tradition began in
Victorian England as an alternative
to the white wedding cake, according
to Carolyn Lima, owner of Creekside
Creations in Maggie Valley. Slices of
the groom’s cake, usually a chocolate
or fruit cake, were given to single ladies to be placed under their pillow,
which would then cause those bachelorettes to dream of their future husband.
The tradition has gained popularity
in certain regions of the United States.
Lima, who grew up in the North and
runs Creekside Creations out of her
home, claims she had never heard
of the tradition of groom’s cakes until she moved to the South. Groom’s
cakes have become “more of a Southern tradition… and are now eaten at
the reception or at the rehearsal dinner,” says Lima. Regardless of your
locale, groom’s cakes can be a nice addition to your wedding and are often a
creative way to serve a second dessert
flavor at your reception.

A grooms cake made by Creekside Creations in Maggie Valley. / Donated photo

Lima’s top two requested groom’s cake
flavors in 2015 were chocolate and red
velvet. Her favorite groom’s cake created
by Creekside Creations was a miniature
scuba diver on top of a blue sea, a tribute
to the groom’s favorite hobby.
Holly Denton, manager of Kandi’s
Cakes & Bake Shop in Waynesville,
says her bakery sold upwards of twenty
groom’s cakes in 2015. The reason these
cakes are so popular is because it’s the
one thing the groom gets, says Denton.
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In the midst of all the chaotic wedding
planning and decorations, a groom’s
cake is the one special thing that is centered around the man of the hour. Each
cake is typically designed to feature
something that the groom loves. The
most requested themes for groom’s cakes
in the Western North Carolina region are
hunting, hobbies and sports.
Denton’s favorite groom’s cake provided by Kandi’s Cakes & Bake Shop
was a dump truck themed cake featuring

a construction site and a toy truck digging up the cake.
Both a fun and meaningful tradition,
groom’s cakes are a special treat for both
your guests and your husband-to-be. He
can be included in the planning process
or surprised with the flavor and theme.
Either way, he is sure to love this thoughtful dessert dedicated solely to him.

Creekside Creations

828-926-3541
CCMaggieValley@aol.com

Creekside Creations offers a variety of grooms
cake options. / Donated photos
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When I say I Do, I mean that I will
‘Till the end of time
Be faithful and true, Devoted to you
That’s what I have in mind when I say I Do.”

Brandon Worley & Kaitlyn Hannah
Photo by Dwayne Schmidt Photography

June 25, 2016

100582 7496 G

Let Us Help You Smile Bright

Waynesville: 828-407-4034 • Asheville: 828-274-8822 • Sylva: 828-586-9333
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The biggest wedding trends of 2016, according to
wedding planners

Photo by Jessica Merithew Photography

hat’s hot (and what’s
not) in the wide
world of weddings
this year? Here are the wedding
trends you’ll definitely be seeing a
whole lot more of in 2016.
All Bright Everything
Bye-bye blush, hello color! This
year, wedding planners predictsthere will be an even bigger shift
from the popular neutral blush
palette to bold, rich hues. “Think
bright colors incorporated into
florals with a more organic feel
and hand-tied bouquets with hot
pink, yellow and warm oranges
that seriously stand out.
Freshly Picked Flowers
According to event planners,
florals for 2016 are more organic,
focusing on that farm-to-table
vibe that’s already huge in the
food scene. Also, including lots
of greenery and herbs will be big,
they say. This look goes great with
woodsy elements, like oak escort
cards with names burned into
them in cursive.
Family Style Receptions
With couples craving a “homier”
feel to their wedding dinners, you
can expect family style receptions
to continue to grow in popularity.
Chef stations are a great alternative for foodie brides and grooms
that want a more relaxed vibe
without assigned seating though.
Personalization Beyond Pinterest

Rather than looking to Pinterest for inspiration and then using those exact ideas and images
for their weddings, couples will
increasingly get initial thoughts
from sites and blogs but then really make their days their own.
The focus will be less on carrying
out more generic bespoke details
and trying to wow guests in totally new ways. Thank goodness,
right!?
Home Cooked Favors
Because who can say no to something sweet and decadent to help
nurse that post-wedding hangover? Home cooked favors are a
wonderful way to bring something special and personal to your
big day. Have your favorite bakery (or your grandma) whip up
personal-sized pecan pies, miniature bundt cakes or fruit tarts to
treat your guests at the end of the
night. Jars of homemade jam are
always appreciated too.
A Whole Lot of Sparkle
From table linens to bridesmaid
dresses, metallics and sequins
are back in a big way. The hottest aisles are going to be blinded

ments. Think old Hollywood glam
meets modern day glitz.
Mixing Modern, Vintage, &
Farm
Basically, a sea of style and textures! For example, imagine a
whitewashed farm table with vintage seating, contemporary, geometrically designed centerpieces
and a glamorous, crystal dripping
chandelier.
All
the
components
that
shouldn’t work together but actually do in perfect harmony are
sure to be huge this year.
Source: Elizabeth Mitchell – Brides
Magazine
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Heidi Wiggins, Owner
by the mirror ball reflections as
the wedding party wafts past the
guests. And then at the reception,
you’ll see similar textures on the
cake table, the guest table linens
and even some of the wall treat-
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REDUCED SPINE STRESS
IS

REDUCED LIFE STRESS

Research shows that chiropractic
care can reduce pain, improve range of
motion, and prevent the need for surgery!
Gravity is the most constant stress in your life.
“Feel less stress with Chiropractic Care!”
A major cause of low energy… Spinal misalignment. Why? Over 20% of the body’s daily energy intake goes
Today!
directly to the brain! And, according to Roger Sperry, the 1981Call
Nobelus
Prize
winner for brain research:

Got ENERGY?

828-246-9555

Contact us today to start your path to
healthy living!
Chiropractic does make
a difference!

“Better than 90 percent
of Haywood
the energySt.output of the brain is used inrelating to the physical body in its gravitational
270 N.
Waynesville,
NC 28786
field. The more mechanically
distorted
a person is, the lesswww.bluemtnchiro.com
energy available for thinking, metabolism and healing.”
When the spine is MISALIGNED, your posture and balance system is less efficient. IMPROVE your ALIGNMENT =
INCREASED ENERGY. Get more energy NOW!, why wait till next year? DO IT NOW!
Spinal alignment is associated with improved pain, improved sleep, improved energy and overall better health!
“To Live a long, active, energetic life, few things matter more than good posture” –American Journal of Pain
Management 1994, 4: 36-39

Patient testimonials:

Dr. Michael & Dr. Tara Hogan

“…treatments for tingling in my foot were greatly relieved by Dr. Michael’s
treatments…” - Larry M.

Chiropractic Center

“…chronic pain was greatly relieved after only a short time of treatment…”
- Doris M.
“…Dr. Mike has done more for me than all the doctors I’ve seen in the last
49 years…” - Manuel H.
“…Great procedure. Fantastic recovery. I feel great!” - Charles T.
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Blue Mountain

270 N. Haywood Street
Waynesville • 246-9555
View More TesTiMonials on our websiTe

www.bluemtnchiro.com
(Due to governmental regulations offer does not apply to medicare
or medicaid patients, if you choose to purchase additional services
you have the legal right to request a refund within 3 days.)
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